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THE INfORMATION AGF

INFORMATION SECURITY - OECO INITIATIVES

i~it.e full ten of a paper delivered ~y the Hon
;,-n':-;'Mlchael KIrby ACCMG (Australia) at the

~c_1991-_lntemational Symposium on Informa
~iitJeCiiritY held in ~o~o. In-it he __di~cusses the
~50f-theOrganisation for Economic Coopera
!!!'dDevel~p.ment(OE~D) in relation _t~ informa
iIf!ialrity',ralslng some Important questions about
1*aY Inwhich the social implications of technology

- get submerged by more ,iQ1mediate concerns
,it technological advances at all costs.

.~~AT RISK .
J~~trisk. It is with, thes~ v.:0rds that the United States
-"=-aLResearch Council begins Its recent report, Computers

fThe report goes on:
I5iOg!Yi America dep~nd~ on co~p~ters. They, cont~ol

.._~._a~elivery, communicatIons, aViation and financial
~~i-:Th~Yare used to store vital information, from medical
1Ws.,tobusiness plans, to criminal records. Although we
"l~. they are vulnerable - to the effects of poor design
:bUfficient quality control, to accident, and perhaps most
),'t' 1 ,to deliberate attack. The modern thief can steal

a computer than with a gun. Tomorrow's terrorist
,Ie to do more damage with a keyboard than with a

,...,e!~~date we have been remarkably lucky ... Unfortu
'~~tfiere, is reason to believe that our luck will soon run
~~t~J~
~'difficult problem that faces that most fantastic

'1;~~~:!rformatics - the human brain - is to see familiar
~qn a new light. [t is to see the diamond from a

:et, after which it can never be perceived in the old
Soi! is in human affairs. We must see the issues

lective of the wider concerns in which provision
_.lon security is but one illustration. The danger of

:tll~ence is that, by so focusing our attention upon
~.~~Iate concerns, we are blinded to the context in
',\Mse Concerns exist and to the deeper problems which
~~. The particular danger of technology is that it
~~ SPecialists so that they perceive only the dazzling
~Oftheir art and are impervious to the social fallout
,~.'t',."technology brings in its train.
tpause with me at the beginning of this contribution
~_,~~er the context in which the initiatives of the
ll~n_f?r Economic Cooperation and Development

~i,{elatlon to information security must be evaluated.
~~atwe are at risk indeed. But the fundamental risk
~ttY something far more basic even than the
;':tro°f computers and information'system's generally.
~_ -~ the apparent incapacity of the international
~\~h t~~ the. repres~nt~tive democratic process to
~-tJje_ rea social Imph.catlons of technology.

~ t forces whIch are at work in our world
ave been described by various shorthand

tension is between global fusion and local

fission. It is between the globalization which is inspired by the
modern technological revolution and the tribalization of
humanity which infects the attitudes of individuals and groups
to the issues of their political regulation and government. At
the one moment in history, therefore, the world with its
wizardry of technology pulls in one direction, whilst the mind
of humanity seems to be shrinking and turning back to the
narrow focus of ancient enmities and local parochialism. There
are exceptions of course. Many busy international institutions
and armies of civil servants respond to the phenomenon of
globalism. The United Nations organization itself. The Council
of Europe. The European Communities. And their institutions.
The Secretariat of the (British) Commonwealth of Nations, But
there are difficulties both at the international, national and
local levels of government and administration. We do no
service to human affairs by ignoring these difficulties. Indeed
the imperative of modern technology, which is such an engine
for change in our time, requires of us that we should seek out
and institute the global arrangements necessary to respond to
the issues presented by technology and (In so doing) to defend
basic human values.

IMPEDIMENTS TO INTERNATIONAL
HARMONIZATION
As mine is a contribution about the intercontinental institu·
tional response to the subject matter of this symposium, let me
start by acknowledging some of the impediments which stand
in the way of a truly effective international response to the
issues of information security. These impediments will be well
known to you all. They are certainly recognized by the Expert
Group of the QECD which I have the honour to chair. They
include:
1. Whilst the technology of informatics is universal, the

institutions for social regulation of problems such as data
security, remain resolutely national or even local;

2. Whilst there have been many moves towards international
institutions to serve the global community of the 20th
century, such institutions have tended to be weak and
vulnerable to strongly felt national and local concerns. The
economically weak may be noisy in the institutions of the
world, but, when the chips are down, it is the economically
and politically powerful who will generally make the vital
decisions. They will usually do so by reference to their
perceived national interests. Altruism is rare. True inter
nationalism is exceptional. This is understood by all players;

3. The international institutions engage a parade of visiting
politicians and bureaucrats. They, in turn, are served by
contingents of civil servants striving to accommodate often
conflicting instructions and (not unreasonably) to assure
their own survival. The larger and more diverse the
institution, the more numerous and contradictory will be
the interests to which the participants give voice. At one
recent international agency (WHO) Iwas reminded that the
average duration in office of a minister in a developing
country is less than a year. Thus the drama of international
agencies is played out by a huge team of constantly
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todaywere largely conceived and put in place after 1945 by
countries which at least shared the European cultural
tradition. Inevitably, therefore, those institutions reflect the
Judea-Christian values of the West. It is probably also fair to
say that they are especially influenced by the value systems
of the Anglo-American powers,victorious in the War and
most influential in the institutional arrangements which
followed it. We may talk of human rights. We may accept a
univeJ"5al declaration of such rights. We may labour within
the framework of the international agencies which bear the
stamp of the old Anglophone power. But these universals
have not necessarily kept pace with the changing character
of the world's politics and economies since 1945. In
Australia, a much discussed book, The Confucian Renais
sance,3 has recently pointed to the dichotomy between the
character of our international institutions and the growing
power of the Confucian societies of North Asia. According
to the authors, these countries (including Japan) are
content for the moment to work within the global
institutions. Necessarily, reflecting as they do their own
differing cultural perspectives, they regard some aspects of
the present global institutions as alien. These are to be
tolerated forthe moment. But they will come to explain less
and less of the reality of international arrangements.4 That
reality is likely, increasingly, to move into the realm of
informal arrangements which may even run quite contrary
to publicly expressed notions of international intercourse. It
is essential, for occidental members of the international
community striving to find global solutions to the inter
connected problems presented by common technology, to
acquaint themselves with the different perspectives which
may exist in the cultures of societies !ike Japan, which do
not necessarily share all of the assumptions implicit in
Western values. What is true of Confucian societies will also
have its equivalents in the societies of the Islamic world and_.
of parts of Africa, Central and Latin America and the Malay
communities and the peoples of the Pacific and Oceania.
The time has arrived when negotiators in international
forum from Western countries must instruct themselves in
the differing values and approaches of people of different
cultural traditions. Finding common positions on contro
versial issues in the world as it really is, requires nothing
less; and

8. FinalJy there is the impediment familiar to us aJJ. Once there
was talk of two nations: the rich and poor of any country.
That dichotomy still exists. Recent events may have even
exacerbated it. But now it also finds its reflection between
nations. Jt presents itself in a new aspect: the technologi
caJly rich and the technologically poor. We see this between
states and within communities. Relevant to institutional
responses to common problems, we see it in the different
cuJtures of the technologist (on the one hand) and the
lawyer/administrator (on the other). Too often these groups
think in different ways and talk past each other, under
standing only part of what each is saying. The dazzling
complexity of modern technology leaves many bureaucrats
and lawyers bemused, even intimidated. There is, occa
sionally, a sense of despair that the subject matter of
proposed regulation will ever be understood. If understood,
the chances are that the target will move before the snail-

- . ctors of greatly varying capacity and interest,
-,h~ngmg ':h lar~e egos and, sadly, often with little real

usuan~ Wl nt to the substantive international business
oommrtme .' . h .

. h' temporarily In theJf c arge,
whlC hl~me the political leaders must respond to increas-

4.~a(k rvasive democratic pressures. We hear much loose
lnglY: ay of the triumph of democracy over autocracy in
tal, t Id Yet the reality falls sadly sliort of these proudthe war.

IS Political leaders are, all too often, chosen not by the
boas. I . b bI or even their e ected representatIVes, ut y
peop ~ul vested interests. They are beholden to those
~w:stswhich, in turn, are hapless captives of the necessity
lO er'se funds for their political parties. Election campaigns
tpr" I rf"11 I haged in terms of gross y supe ICia s ogans. mage as
,rew b Th' . . If'11100 often replaced su stance. IS IS Itse , In part, a
~uct of the information tech~ology of .mass co~~~
nications. It is in this way, that t~e democratIC revolution 's
increasingly debased. !he kinds of players who are
interested in that particular game are, all too often,
uninterested in the tedious business of dealing with

" complex technological, economic and sociological phenom-
i ena;
~ 5. Instead, the political process, both nationally and inter

nationally, is frequently responsive to passing fads and
fancies, to prejudice and local, parochial concerns. There
are occasions when the world holds its breath as important
issues of principle are asserted and upheld. Kuwait was an
example. But these are truly exceptional events. For the
most part the political leaders of our nations have little if
any international vision. The very political process which
spawns them domestically usually contracts their minds to
provincial concerns. Not for them the urgencies of
responding to the global necessities of effective interna-
tional data protection law and policy. Much more likely is it

c

l
that they will respond to the passions of old, ethnic and
cultural tribalism which is such a feature of our world today

" .: and in which some votes may be found;
; 6. nin,iatives can be stimulated in an internatiOnal agency,

the pace is all too ohen glacial. In part, 'this is an
inescapable function of the costs of bringing together
representatives of many nations. In part, it reflects the
wholly proper obligation to consult the numerous depart
ments: agencies and interests back home before offering a
com~rtn:entto any global approach. In part, it may reflect

- constJlutlonal obligations. The history of this century was

,
•. Profoundly affected by that requirement of the United

.- Sta~es Constitution which obliges the President to have the
~ ~nd consent of the Senate to the ratification of

,- treaties,
7 n. .

I

,t IS also the curtain of our many languages and
OJ ur~ through which we must deal with each other in

.. ~ problems which are global in character. Ipass over
...~ 0 OUs fact that words in different languages may not
"n:an exactly th' .irlhete. e same thing. Nuances of meaning,

, .''1 nt In the different history and experiences of the
"III commu 't"
~th niles of the world, impact upon the way in
to readeeself-same text may connote quite different ideas
pettn"M'rs approaching its common language from the
, '4":'-IIVe of the' d'ff
rnstit"t;~ Ir I erent world experience The

M~nsoffu . . .
e internatIonal community which we have

I
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d es of regulation are set In train, let alone
pace Proc~~I~st talkmg, consulting and refining are the
adopted, h . ue5 of the lawyer and policy-maker, the

'cal tee nlq
typI bounds ahead.
te<hnolO~Y en to respond to one form of technology IS

tpngllage c.osd as inadequate when a change in the
PerceIVe .

~"''' nders carefully crafted words Inadequate,
hn010gy re .

Ie< . I or even positively obstructIVe.
lfIippropna e

CASE OF MELANCHOLY FAILURE
A k n these pains to outline the critical features of the
I~ ta ~e for they are relevant to the task of developing an
~ w~ ,I regime to respond to the vulnerability of
II'lleWauon . ..
. tion systems, There will be many who WIll consIder
~~d for international regulation (or at least 'rules of the
road') to be so self-evident and urgent as to feel a .s~arp .sense
of' patience at a lawyer's protest about the dIfficulties of
;n9 that end. The Japan Information Processing Devel·
~ent Center has rightly told us in the programme
summoning us to Tokyo:s
"Thedevelopment of network technology has e~abled mutual
toClnection of information systems across natIonal borders,
creating a borderiess society in information processing .. /J.s a
mult.it is now possible to access any part of the world In the
same amount of time, a social framework everyone acknowl
~510 be very efficient and convenient. On the other hand,
the consequences of failures in information systems increase in
proportion to the degree of network expansion. For this reason
social stability cannot be maintained in an age of global
.,formation unless all countries uniformly adopt the same level
of minimum security measures. ...The influence of security

_l"Ob!ems occurring in less protected systems can now extend
! MIl to sufficiently protected systems if they are connected via
- l'It'HOrks. This means that weak parts need to be eliminated
., fmm the whole. Today, actions taken locally can have only
,Jmittd effectiveness in the field of information system security.
, We have now reached a junction when all countries must
i,coIIaborate in the study of information security in the global

iljf.'

1lOall of that Iwould say amen, It is simple and self-evident. It is
f ~ntand necessary. Indeed, the establishment of an effective
\' memational regime on security of information systems is
)~~ overdue if one takes into account the enormous
,~tlpansio~ of network technology which has already occurred.5

· Sowhal,lS holding things up?

I.
~ !lSted .some of the main political, institutional and

.' IImpedIments. We must have these clearly in our minds·;:er to .understand the minefield through which we are
~ I!le ~ng,.1t 15. an obstacle course, far more complex even than

E
.~ byrinth:ne processes of achieving policy consensus and
l..~.. ,rEgUlatlon Within our own several political systems. If,
·:-IIIU~' we accept the challenge of this meeting (as I believe

f;
~.-.A1!~e should have the obstacles to success clearly in our
c~. We should learn from the difficulties which have

· ~Ie In the failure to achieve international regulation in

~
lit areas wh 1 . .

.
...~Itt to call ere g obaltzatlon of technology seems
; last Out for regulation.
K...... two confer .t.....q rneelin fences which I have attended, following the

fStcufity, ha;e °c the GECD Expert Group on Information
l- oncerned not security but an analogous,
:;,
r
,""

problem of international regulation: the liability of air carriers
for losses occasioned to passengers and cargo. Soon after the
advent of civil aviation, shortly after the First World War, the
government of France set in train steps designed to achieve an
international agreement which would provide a common
global regime on this topic. The negotiations ensued from
1923 until the Warsaw Convention was signed in 1929. It was
a convention which was aimed at laying down a uniform
system for the recovery of compensation. The need for such a
system was obvious. Most people would not easily be in a
position to prove fault on the part of an air carrier in the case of
loss or accident. They (or their survivors) would often live in
different countries. In an international activity, an international
system was essential.
To some extent the Warsaw system has been a success. More
than 160 countries have ratified the convention. It provides for
the recovery of amounts fixed by the convention, without
proof of fault. The limits on the sum recoverable can be
circumvented jf wilful recklessness on the part of the air carrier
can be demonstrated. But the basic problem is that the system,
extremely cautious to begin with, has totally failed to keep
pace with inflation and the exponential expansion of
international civil aviation. The Warsaw Convention fixes a
'cap' on recovery expressed in terms of gold francs. There is
some uncertainty as to what this now discarded unit of value
means. But most people accept that the value fixed for death
or injury is only about US$1l 000. $0 grossly inadequate is this
sum in today's world that seemingly endless efforts have been
made to negotiate revisions which will delete the reference to
gold francs and increase the amount of the 'cap', One would
have thought that this endeavour would have been seen as a
self-evident international necessity. But further conventions
and five protocols later, the international regime, as such, has
not been properly reformed.
Various countries have adopted amendments to the conven
tion. Tne United States' Senate is at this very moment
considering a proposal of President Bush to ratify two
amending protocols. Under seven successive United States
Presidents, starting with President Eisenhower, attempts have
been made to get reforms through the Senate. The stumbling
block has been the perception that the no-fault compensation
provided by the international revisions was inadequate by
United States, standards. The result has been an international
legal regime which is a 'shambles'. Some international airlines
(such as QANTAS and Japan Airlines) have voluntarily increased
their liability. To avoid the risk of the United States, withdrawal
from the system altogether, all airlines flying into and out of
the United States must accept the higher level of compensa
tion. People can take out private insurance (although few do).
If a levy of $1 or $2 on every air ticket were raised, a completely
satisfactory international regime could be put in place. But for
more than 40 years, our international system has been talking
about reform. It has failed to achieve what is patently
necessary. There is no uniform system. The precise amount
of compensation recoverable after anaccident is uncertain.
Compensation payouts are delayed. There is no proper regime
for renewal and updating of the system which is in place.
Think about these gross inadequacies when next you are at a
crowded airport. Look at the vast hordes of humanity moved
about by the wide-bodied jets, to the great benefit of peace
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and five protocols later, the international regime, as such, has 
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Various countries have adopted amendments to the conven
tion. Tile United States' Senate is at this very moment 
considering a proposal of President Bush to ratify two 
amending protocols. Under seven successive United States 
Presidents, starting with President Eisenhower, attempts have 
been made to get reforms through the Senate. The stumbling
block has been the perception that the no-fault compensation 
provided by the international revisions was inadequate by 
United States, standards. The result has been an international 
legal regime which is a 'shambles'. Some international airlines 
(such as QANTAS and Japan Airlines) have voluntarily increased 
their liability. To avoid the risk of the United States, withdrawal 
from the system altogether, all airlines flying into and out of 
the United States must accept the higher level of compensa
tion. People can take out private insurance (although few do). 
If a levy of $1 or $2 on every air ticket were raised, a completely 
satisfactory international regime could be put in place. But for 
more than 40 years, our international system has been talking 
about reform. It has failed to achieve what is patently 
necessary. There is no uniform system. The precise amount 
of compensation recoverable after anaccident is uncertain. 
Compensation payouts are delayed. There is no proper regime 
for renewal and updating of the system which is in place. 
Think about these gross inadequacies when next you are at a 
crowded airport. Look at the vast hordes of humanity moved 
about by the wide-bodied jets, to the great benefit of peace 
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mmerce in the world. What a tragedy it is that the
and co and regulators so hopelessly fail to keep up with the
rawlerst imagination of the scientists and technologists. So
leap' 0 ' h I' ' f h WrtlssIy inadequate now IS t e 1mI! ate afsaw Convention
g people who suffer los5 to passengers and cargo are
• 'h rt k' ,, Ihl forced to sue In t e cau 5, see Ing to Clfcumvent the
~,rtuaIJ. h', by proving Wilful recklessness. But t e result of this (and of
limit, . . I '
'failure of the Internatlona commumty to do what is

:ously required) is that: ...
Fifteen years after the Pam-Am accident In Bali in 1974 no
re<overy has been achieved by ~h: fami,lies of those killed;
E~ht years after the Korean Alrh~es disaster o~.er the Soviet
Union. not a penny has been paid to the families of United
States passengers seeking to break the limitation; and
Tnree years after the Lockerbie disaster in Scotland, the families
are still waiting. Meanwhile mortgages have had to be paid
and childrens college education accounted for.
We, who are charged with devising international institutional
responses to the problems of information security, should learn
from this melancholy tale of failure in an analogous field where
a rapidly expanding new technology presented the interna
tional community of nation states with an urgent necessity to
lind common rules. We should strive to do better.

ACASE OF NOTABLE SUCCESS
We can do better in the field of data security and in a sense we
must. Urgent as the provision of a just international regime for
afrliability is, the necessity of a compatible international regime
lor security of information systems appears even more urgent.
The interactions are even more pervasive. The ramifications
reach even more directly into the lives of virtually every one of
lIS. You do not have to travel to be caught up in the problem,
although if you do, you are. The perils of loss and damage to
'feand property are even greater than in air mishaps. We have
suNived all th~se years with a hotch-potch of improvisations in
air carriage rules. It is unlikely that we will get by for much
longer without an appropriate, agreed international regime on
the security of general information networks.
There is a glimmer of hope. It arises from the comparative

\
• success of earlier international endeavours to provide guide

.' ~nes on a related aspect of the social implications of
r Illformatics.1 refer to the work of the DECO on the Guidelines
tonPnV 7l .a~. I can speak with some knowledge of that
" enterpnse. Between 1978 and 1980 I chaired the Expert
.~ :pof:he.OEC~ which produced the Guidelines on Privacy.

I.
' e.guldehnes, In the form of a recommendation by the

. ' Cooncil of the GECD, was adopted and became effective in,,:t:mber 1980. The guidelines have proved most useful in
'" e~lopment of laws and policies in a number of DECO
I. rnries' 1d' '
I~ l~im ,Inc U 109 Japan and Australia.
bc5d pOrtant to remember that the DECO's exercise on privacy
i Hum~~ ~~~mence .in a vacu~m. T~e Universal D.e~laration of
~~ 'No One gh ts had Inc.!uded, In Article 12, a proVISion that:
f prP;acy... ~v~1I be subjected to arbitrary interference with his
; ~nst Sli h.ryone has the right to the protection of law

I
Thts . ~ Interfer':::X2 or attacks 1/ 8

l PflnClple Wa ..,' .
~. Human Rights S Plckea by the European Convention on
1Poitical Rights ;nd. by the International Covenant on Civil and
; 'ffH pre~nted f:1th ~he advent of computers, a new problem
, r pnvacy or (as it is now often called) data

...". -T(0·Z0r·s-·(~isi·~·

protection and data security. First, a number of the
Scandinavian countries separately, then the Nordic Council
and later the Council of Europe, produced drafts which sought
to isolate the basic principles of privacy protection in the
computer age. The principles became refined. They reflected a
largely chronological approach to the movement of data
through a system. They governed the collection of the data,
quality of the data once collected, the use of the data, the
security applicable to the data, the rights of the individuals and
others affected to have access to the data, in part to ensure
compliance with the earlier principles. The Council of Europe
developed conventions which were open to member countries
of the Council of Europe. However, useful as the principles
collected in those conventions were, they tended to be
European in orientation and to reflect machinery provisions
which were not always congenial to a number of states outside
Europe.
The choice then faced by the international community was a
familiar one: fusion or fission. Fusion on the one hand would
suggest the sharpening of explicit legal obligations within the
smaller SUbgroups of the communities principally affected,
such as the EC. Indeed, directives are presently under
consideration which ·in explicit ways wi!! enlarge the obliga
tions of member countries of the EC for the protection of
privacy. The alternative path was to spread the basic, minimum
principles to a wider world. UNESCO and the United Nations
system generally exhibited interest in privacy protection.
Although some claimed that privacy was a luxury of developed
societies, others pointed out that basic human rights were
universal and as important to persons in Africa and Asia
affected as to those in Europe and North America.
However, distracted by other concerns, UNESCO and the UN
system were less effective in pursuing this issue than the QECD
proved to be. It is a body of intercontinental membership. It
connects the principal developed countries of the world. It
spans the hemispheres: extending from Europe and North
America to Japan, Australia and New Zealand in the Pacific.
Reaching consensus within the GECD on the value-loaded issue
of privacy protection was a much greater challenge than
achieving a similar objective within Europe, with its largely
shared traditions and common economic interests.
Various tensions emerged within the original GECD Group. The
Europeans, with fresh memories of the misuse of personal data
by the secret police of European dictators were perhaps more
alert to the practical dangers against which safeguards were
needed. The Anglophone countries, led by the United States,
were perhaps more sympathetic to the importance of free
expression and the free-flow of ideas. The economic interests
of the Americans reinforced their philosophical convictions.
Their representatives often expressed concern that controls for
privacy protection were actually disguised efforts of some
European countries designed to protect local information
technology industries rather than human values in privacy.
Notwithstanding these and other differences, agreement was
finally struck. The Council of the GECD recommended to
member countries that they should take into account in their
domestic legislation the principles contained in the guidelines.
It also recommended that they should endeavour to avoid
creating:
/I ... in the name of privacy protection, unjustified obstacles to
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proved to be. It is a body of intercontinental membership. It 
connects the principal developed countries of the world. It 
spans the hemispheres: extending from Europe and North 
America to Japan, Australia and New Zealand in the Pacific. 
Reaching consensus within the DECD on the value-loaded issue 
of privacy protection was a much greater challenge than 
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by the secret police of European dictators were perhaps more 
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~,t:'- rderflows of personal data:" . "
,-~. fluential part of the GUIdelines on PrIVacy IS Part 2,
i~~a~c Principles of National Application". It is this part
~ has influenced a great, deal of domestic policy-rna.king

l.~w-making. That is precisely what the DEeD Committee
;;--\-' the council had in mind. To the extent that different_...llfld. trieS went about the regulation of inter-active data flows

].\:r~nt ways, it w~s cI~a~ that such regulation wo~l? eith~r

.
:.::...:I~.;.-'.'·';·-··~.l~ ineffective, Inefflc~ent or such that no part,lclpant,ln.--r jedata flawslo could possibly comply, ~t the ~ne ~Ime, wIth

:P:_. -,." differing procedural and substantive obligation of all
"itgines affecting such fJo~s. . . .

incompatibilities and inconSistenCies would be economIc-
olSnlptive and legally confusing. As well, their existence

diminish the effectiveness of the protection of rights to
'. Jh'us it was the very international dimension of the

IY which necessitated the preparation of the DECO
!5nes. Those guidelines were deliberately non-coercive in
They did not envisage a binding treaty, such as the

Convention. The hope was that, by getting the basic
right, we would lay down a system which, by good

, would permeate the laws and policies of member
""' _5 of the GECD. In this way consistent and compatible
lWould be developed which would reduce the inefficien-
Ofd~rgent approaches, diminish the confusion and result

better international and national protection of the value of

\;A!,Isttalia. the DECO Guidelines have been adopted, at
. uevei, by the Privacy Act 1988. That act applies to

"' ..edinformation systems under federal regulation, such as
t:'Federal Public Service and credit reporting agencies.
o~was rather slow in acceding to the DECO Guidelines

""iJ9Vaq because of the consultations with the States which
p'thoughtto be necessary. Under the Australian Constitu-

the. states share certain law-making responsibilities with
"~J(ttoprivacy concerns. Those consultations took some
r:tJhe Federal Government's first effort to implement the

was linked to a proposal to establish a universal
'i§cation card, with the engaging name of the 'Australia
,~.'~eat of that legislation in the Australian Senate

·caused a Double Dissolution of the Australian Federal
~?Ient When the Government was returned, the legis!a-
,;;~re-presented. However, subsequently it was aban
~When huge.public protests belatedly developed, about
toe' prOPOSed universal identifier. It was then that the
F:;nt.proceede~ with the sep~rate ~rivacy le.gis.lation.
t' ,isIation contained I/Informatlon Pnvacy Principles".
~~.outin the Au~rali~n Privacy Act. They follow very
~it~,'; .~~ ~e OEeD GUidelines.
1"~~llar development occurr~d !n Japan: althoug~

..htatesf:e of the f:deral complicatIons which bedevil
J,,,.. and Australian lawmaking.
~to Professor Horibe, the word 'privacy' was rarely

"'.,'....." nl'~t least before the latter half of the 1950s. 11 No
.lions atlon of th .

!fica I e concept, from its development In
into ~eaw and other Western law, could readily be

th . Japanese language. However, in terms of
YUklo ~.l~~a gained at:tention after 1964 following a
e.12 B ~s rma concerning the private life of a political

Y e 19705, calls were being made for effective

legal protection. A Personal Data Protection Bill was introduced
into the Diet in March 1975 by the Opposition. But no
legislation was introduced by the Government and none was
enacted. In August 1980, by which time the OECD Guidelines
were completed and awaiting approval by the Council of the
DECO, Professor Horibe wrote a book The Contemporary
Privacy. 13 In it he proposed legislation, both nationally and
10caHy in Japa'n, on the model of the DECO Guidelines. He has
expressed the view that
liThe recommendation of this international organisation had
great impact on the Japanese governmenU'
Japan was one of the first countries to subscribe to the DECO
Guidelines. In January 1981, the Administrative Management
Agency set up a study committee. It produced a report in July
1982. That report proposed five fundamental principles for
privacy protection, obviously derived from the DECO Guide
lines. There was no immediate legislative action at the national
level, although some local governments enacted ordinances on
the mode! of the report 14

• As in Australia, so in Japan. The
national government, beset with many other problems, took a
great deal of time to consider the proposal for privacy
legislation. A further study group was established. In Australia
too we have committees to report on the work of earlier
committees. Eventually, however, a Bill was produced in April
1988. This was approved by both Houses of the Diet. The
Personal Data Protection Act 1988 came into force on 1
October 1989. The Act prOVided for a further delay in the
introduction of the facility for disclosure and correction of
personal data.
During Diet deliberations of the Bill, attention was drawn to
the neglect of the regulation of privacy in the private sector.
The Government gave a commitment that it would advance
promptly its investigations in that regard. The Ministry for
International Trade and Industry (MITI) in April 1989 issued a
document setting out guidance on persona! data, notably in
consumer credit. 15 MITI adopted policies calling on industry
associations to investigate the implications of guidelines on
privacy in the private sector. Professor Horibe comments that:
liThe MIT! policy will playa very important role ...because MITI
implemented the Report of the Personal Data Protection
Subcommittee by issuing circular notices... and promulgating
the 'Rule on the Register concerning the Measures etc. for the
Protection of Computer Processed Personal Data' in the Official
Gazette on July 7,1989." 16

In addition to the foregoing, guidelines have been published in
Japan on personal data in financial institutions and on the
protection of such data in local government. Each is also based
on the OEeD Guidelines. 17

The result of the foregoing is a very dear demonstration of the
'ripple effect' of the DECO Privacy Guidelines in Japan as in
Australia. The course taken is, in fact, largely the same. Careful
national deliberation and widespread consultation. Eventual
legislation regulating the national public sector. later specific
provisions in relation to credit reference systems. Now there
are moves to extend the principles into the information systems
of the private sector but to do so, at least at first, by guidelines
rather than justiciable, sanctioned legal regulation.
I believe that this is exactly what the OECD Council and the
Expert Group on Privacy had in mind. It was to give a common
intellectual framework to the policy and lawmakers of member

it
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the\ apanese language. However, in terms of 

. _ M·lh~a gained attention after 1964 following a By; lma concerning the private life of a political 
e 1970s, calls were being made for effective 

Jegal protection. A Personal Data Protection Bill was introduced 
into the Diet in March 1975 by the Opposition. But no 
legislation was introduced by the Government and none was 
enacted. In August 1980, by which time the OECD Guidelines 
were completed and awaiting approval by the Council of the 
GECD, Professor Horibe wrote a book The Contemporary 
Privacy. 13 In it he proposed legislation, both nationally and 
10caUy in Japa'n, on the model of the OECD Guidelines. He has 
expressed the view that: 
liThe recommendation of this international organisation had 
great impact on the Japanese government./I 
Japan was one of the first countries to subscribe to the OECD 
Guidelines. In January 1981, the Administrative Management 
Agency set up a study committee. It produced a report in July 
1982. That report proposed five fundamental principles for 
privacy protection, obviously derived from the GECD Guide
lines. There was no immediate legislative action at the national 
level, although some local governments enacted ordinances on 
the mode! of the report 14

• As in Australia, so in Japan. The 
national government, beset with many other problems, took a 
great deal of time to consider the proposal for privacy 
legislation. A further study group was established. In Australia 
too we have committees to report on the work of earlier 
committees. Eventually, however, a Bill was produced in April 
1988. This was approved by both Houses of the Diet. The 
Personal Data Protection Act 1988 came into force on 1 
October 1989. The Act prOVided for a further delay in the 
introduction of the facility for disclosure and correction of 
personal data. 
During Diet deliberations of the BiU, attention was drawn to 
the neglect of the regulation of privacy in the private sector. 
The Government gave a commitment that it would advance 
promptly its investigations in that regard. The Ministry for 
International Trade and Industry (MITI) in April 1989 issued a 
document setting out guidance on personal data, notably in 
consumer credit. 15 MITI adopted policies calling on industry 
associations to investigate the implications of guidelines on 
privacy in the private sector. Professor Horibe comments that: 
liThe MITI policy will playa very important role ... because MITI 
implemented the Report of the Personal Data Protection 
Subcommittee by issuing circular notices ... and promulgating 
the 'Rule on the Register concerning the Measures etc. for the 
Protection of Computer Processed Personal Data' in the Official 
Gazette on July 7,1989.,,16 
In addition to the foregoing, guidelines have been published in 
Japan on personal data in financial institutions and on the 
protection of such data in local government. Each is also based 
on the OECD Guidelines. 17 

The result of the foregoing is a very dear demonstration of the 
'ripple effect' of the OECD Privacy Guidelines in Japan as in 
Australia. The course taken is, in fact, largely the same. Careful 
national deliberation and widespread consultation. Eventual 
legislation regulating the national public sector. later specific 
provisions in relation to credit reference systems. Now there 
are moves to extend the princ'lples into the information systems 
of the private sector but to do so, at least at first, by guidelines 
rather than justiciable, sanctioned legal regulation . 
I believe that this is exactly what the OECD Council and the 
Expert Group on Privacy had in mind. It was to give a common 
intellectual framework to the policy and lawmakers of member 
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. s By doing so, it was hoped that common principles
rOUI1We . . ft·· d· d., Td be accepted and Ine IClent lscor ancies avoided. In the
waul dth t··· h '

I
AUstralia Japan an a er coun rles It IS a ope tl ,at is

case 0 ' . h t b d . .. realized. It Illustrates w a can e one In the field of
b<"9 h·t . II I. I ,tion security at t e In ernatlona eve. But it also
l.'10rfTl .
~lustrates the relatively slow pace at which these changes are

introdllced .

CONTEXT FOR THE NEW OECD EXPERT GROUP
II . 9 the completion of the work on the Privacy

10.dowl"e, the GECD's normative activities in relation to
GUI eln , . bl I·
informatics abated. But a .major new pro em was oomlng on
h h rizan of policy-making. It was the problem of computer
:e~te~ crime. Anotable example was the Equi~y Funding case.
Directors of an insurance co~pany. stored In a computer
56 000 false life insurance policres with a sales value of $30
million. When the accounts were closed, these false policies
were found to r.epresent two-thirds of the valu~ of the
company's portfolio. The da~a from t~e computer printout of
the Equity Funding Corporation had slmply.been accepted .by
lenders dealing with the company. The case Illustrates the faith
which citizens and business people blindly place in the product
of information systems. 18

In 1981, a survey conducted by the Local Government Audit
Commission in the United Kingdom showed that 21 % of the
320 firms covered stated that they had been victims of
computer fraud in the previous five years. 19 In Sweden all cases
of embezzlement between 1981 and 1983 were analysed.
More than 10% included computer-related embezzlements.2o

Aprivate study in the United Kingdom in 1984 found average
losses of £31,000 in the field of computer fraud from
manipulation of computers. Like results were found in the
Federal Republic of Germany.21
Under the stimulus of these and other developments, the
preparation of international and national policy was inevitable.
In 1986, the OECD issued an analysis of legal policy on
computer related crime22 It contained guidelines for national
legislatures. It was specifically related to the international

: character of many computer related offences. It suggested

1
common denominators for the approaches that should be
taken.

•• >mil" steps Were also under consideration in the Commission
I of the European Communities.23 Eventually the Council of
, Europe's Co·tt· .. mml ee on Cnme Problems published the results

of rts. research. In a report issued in 1990, It laid out what it
~~bed as Guidelines for National Legislatures, being a
minimum 1·lst'124 d .. 25an an Iloptlonal hstll of data offences.
~t helpfUlly, the report contained a review of the initiatives
~nad~~mber of. national legislatures, including the United
a",L ,the United States and Canada. It also contained an
'''''r~S of the .

liOn I particular problems presented by the interna-

Ira"S'1 "tpeets of computer related criminality involving
" ron ler act· ...C IVltles. The report concluded:
omputer·relat d .. ". . .

tkln is~. . e cnmlnality InvolVing a transfrontler sltua-
~Comlng in . I .

of comp t creasing y Important. 8ecause of the nature
Ill<Mng u ~rs, there is an increasing potential for storing,

,uslngandm . I·
lange, and the . . anlpu atlng data by contact from long
.~~ quantities ability to communicate and to transmit rapidly
dinance. '" Th~f data between computer systems over a long

offence may be committed partly in one

jurisdiction and partly in another, or even partly in a third one,
initiated from practically any place in the world. Obstacles such
as distance, border control or necessity of physical presence are
no longer relevant." 26

This report catalogues the new problems presented by
challenges of this kind. They include the inadequacy of the
territorial principle and the need to achieve extra-territorial
jurisdiction; the need for harmonization of substantive criminal
law; and the problem of 'direct penetration' of information
systems. The need for important changes in substantive and
procedural law was clearly established.
Because the problems identified in these and many other
reports were clearly of a global, and not simply a European,
character, suggestions came to be made concerning the way in
which harmonization on a wider scale could be achieved
beyond the frontiers of Western Europe. Certain initiatives
could be taken by the Commonwealth Secretariat for member
countries sharing the history of British rule. But, more relevantly
to the use of informatics in the United States and Japan, a new
international vehicle was necessary.
At a forum on the vulnerability of international financial
information held in Toronto, Canada in February 1990, a
concluding statement by the participants urged new initiatives
at an international level. The trigger for a new-found sense of
urgency were the many reports of serious harm caused by the
manipulation of information systems: IISometimes with
fraudulent intent sometimes without intent to secure
personal gain but with reckless indifference to the conse
quences of the conduct involved.ff27

The report of the forum recorded the new problem of
invasions of information systems by viruses with arresting
names such as "internet wormII , (Iworld peace virus/l, lithe
Jerusalem virus", the II AIDS Trojan horsell , the "Italian
bouncing ball virusll etc. 28 This new problem and the serious
substantive and practical difficulties of tackling issues of data
security on an international scale led to a call for new initiatives
at the international level:
/I Already cases of damage to innocent users of information
technology systems have been prosecuted in the courts. The
possibility of significant increases in such cases must be faced
squarely. laws, security practices and investigative techniques
must be improved to deterwould-be offenders, to detect those
who offend, to secure their conviction and punishment and to
provide for fair apportionment of liability for the losses which
occur from their actions and from error in the process. Whilst
action on the level of individual jurisdictions is proceeding in all
of the countries represented at the forum, at different levels of
detail and different speeds, and whilst some international
cooperation has been achieved (notably in UNCITRIAL., OECD,
the Council of Europe, etc.) there is no international agency
with a specific mission to examine and advise on the
harmonization of laws and practices in all of the regions
represented ./129

It was in this environment that the Toronto forum called for
action:
"Because of its intercontinental membership and activities, ils
economic mission and its proved track record in facilitating
international consensus on principles relating to information
technology and transborder data flows, the OECD seemed to
some participants to be a suitable venue for the further
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. f some of the computer offence-related concerns
exPlOration 0

of this for~m';ated by this vote of confidence, the Committee
f'e!haps stlmt'oUn computer and Communications Policy (ICCP)
r....'lnforma I , .
I'" EeD eventually established an ad hoc Group of Experts
aftheD -Guidelines for the Security of Information Systems.
to prepare held its first meeting at OECD headquarters in Paris
That grouP1991 Iwas elected chairman. Its secretary is Dr Hans
ll'I January . . If" b h

G mann Its principal secretanat 0 reef 15 Mrs De ora
~ter aSS - .

ri The group has had two subsequent meetings, the last
:lou;- hwas held in September 1991. It is now wei! advanced

, of
the

<reparation of its guidelines. It may be hoped that they
• p DG'dl"l ,,wI be as influential as the DEC ur e Ines on Pnvacy.

I
I GECD'S MISSION IN THE NEW WORLD
, ECONOMIC ORDER

The initiative of the OEeD must be judged,in t,he ~ontext of the
· Mfa!l strategy and mission of that organization In the current
I world economic and political ferment. That mission was most
\ !<ently expressed in the Command issued by the Council of
t- rheOECDon 5June 1991. That Council Meeting was attended
I by the senior ministers of the 24 member countries of the
· organization. The ministers reasserted:I'The basic values shared by the OEeD countries ... pluralistic
~6emocracy, respect for human rights and market oriented
ltcOl1om'Ies,n 3o

· The ministers stressed:
~ 'The need for OECD and non-member countries alike to

\

tonnUlate coherent policies in the fields of economics,
environment, socia! affairs and technology that are mutually

_~forcing in support of broadly based sustainable develop~
• .'31

~M a top priority for strengthening international economic

!
(ooperatfon they called for:
•...dosepo!icy cooperation to help to provide a sound global

'. tcOI'IOmic environment" .32
,They called on the organization to:
~ ~.~devt!rop and deepen its work on structural issues where

~
o~te." in those issues which lie beyond the a'mbit of

", International negotiations, consider the feasibility of
..... aUng operational arrangements.,,33
~~ly, in the field of technology the ministers noted that
~~~ Increasingly underpin national economic performance

1""'l\lIng a:

E
"need for 9overnments better to coordinate and ensure
"~ence amongst domestic policies in these fields."34

' ..' ti~n~)(e t~ their stat~ment, the ministers recognized the
.~k... a ?r Increased International friction arising from

~
'""'I'<eS In nali' I I"L'Mth. ona po roes. They concluded:

.

• tnesea Vlel~ to reducing divergencies which cause frictions
J • /0 Icy areas, ministers ask the DECO where

Iinste,to explore the need for improving eXisti~g multi
.' . I~mlenls a~d whether there is a need to develop

. ru es of the game' ,,35
.. ' """ of the E '
~~.must b xpert Group on Security of Information
.•.•...... 110t .eunderstood in this context. The group derives
: set it JUSt from the delegation of the lecp Committee
-: .. erial C up.. But also from the overall strategy of the
. u ounol of the DECO' , ,:"'-1lOlit1Ca1 ch. at a time of rapid economic
f ange In the world.

The DECO is not alone in its endeavours. In the field of data
protection, the Council of the European Communities has
established a Working Party on Data Protection. The latest
report of that Working Party concerns a meeting held on 21
June 1991.36 The Working Party is steering towards an action
plan designed to develop an EC strategic framework for the
security of information systems. The object is to identify user
requirements, the needs of suppliers and selVice providers and
to develop standardization, evaluation and certification and
technological and operational advances in the security of
information systems.37 It is stated that this action plan should
complement:
(f ••• evolving European and international standardization activ
ities in this field. rl38

Many of the participants in the EC exercise also take part in the
work of the DECD Group. That group is likewise aware of the
activities taken within the Government of the United States to
secure common national standards in that country for
computer and communications security.39 So far, work within
the United States governmental agencies has been related
largely to the protection of national security or to meeting one
major element of security, viz confidentiality. But the National
Research Council report, referred to above, acknowledges that
United States programmes:
fl ••• have paid little attention to the other two major computer
security requirements, integrity (guarding against improper
data modification and/or destruction) and availability (enabling
timely use of systems and the data they hold." These
requirements are important to users of commercial systems.
Needed is guidance that is more wide-reaching and flexible
than that offered by the so-called Orange Book published by
the National Security Agency, and it should be guidance that
stimulates the production of more robust trustworthy systems
at all levels of production.,,40
Accompanying these international, transnational and national
developments have been initiatives of governmental agencies
and academic scholars designed to isolate, in a theoretical and
practical way, the basic objectives to be secured for security
and the means of securing them.
Dne of the most important of the practical analyses studied at
the recent meeting of the DECO experts was that adopted by
MITI as its Computer Systems Security Standards. These
standards do not, as such, have legal force. But according to
a review of them they:
1/ .••could selVe as a basis for procurement of IT product systems
by government organs or cooperations."
The point made by the analyses of such Japanese standards is
that measures taken for the security of information systems to
date have largely concentrated on protection against loss or
damage caused by natural disasters and by systems structures.
The rate of computer-related crime in Japan is low. Perhaps for
that reason, security awareness of systems managers is
described as generally low. The object of the MITI standards
is to improve knowledge, to encourage a proper conceptua
lization of the issue and to meet new challenges, such as those
presented by computer viruses.
The first security standards were laid down by MITI in 1977.
They have been revised in 1984 and again in 1991. As well as
the general standards of MITI, there are particular standards
laid down in Japan by the Ministry of Posts and Telecommu-
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The information security principles are grounded, as most
earlier studies on the subject are, upon the need to ensure that
the information system respects the three identified chief
components of security. These are:
Availability, i.e. that the applicable data is present, accessible or
attainable and immediately capable of use for a purpose;
Confidentiality. i.e. that the data should not be made available
or disclosed to persons who are unauthorized to have access to
such data; and integrity, Le. that the data has not been altered
or destroyed in any unauthorized manner.
This tripartite division of the concept of security in the context
of information systems is very well established in the
literature. 42 More recently, however, a number of writers
have suggested that there are, in fact, further aspects which
must be incorporated into an effective information security
system. A further two criteria suggested by one notable expert
are said to be:
Authenticity, i.e. assuring the genuineness of the data; and
Utility, Le. its usefulness once accessed.43

These endeavours to expand or redefine the essential concepts
of data security which lie at the heart of the guidelines are
continuing within the GECD Group. This basic work has not
been done elsewhere by any international inter-governmental
agency. As the work of the GECD is likely to be influential, it is
highly desirable that the core concepts should be got right
from the start. I do not overlook the fact that future
developments will certainly expand the understanding of the
notions of information security with the passage of time and
the development of new technological possibilities.
Four further core 'principles' are struggling towards
acceptance. These are:
The awareness principle, i.e. that means should be
readilyavailable for those entitled to be informed about the
existence and extent of the measures which have been put in
place for the security of information systems. This is
fundamental so that a person whose data is stored in the
system can elect whether the security provided for the
protection of values such as confidentiality and privacy (not
to say intellectual property and other rights) are adequate for
that person's purposes;
The proportionality principle, Le. that the measures for
security should be proportionate to the degree of reliance on
the data and the magnitude, possibility and implications of any
breaches of security. No completely secure system can be
devised. Even the best encryption codes can usually be broken.
The greatest perils are those of human error and failure. The
measures put in place should be proportional to the needs for
security. Such measures should keep in mind issues such as
cost effectiveness. An undue obsession with security for its
own sake should be avoided;
The free flow principle, Le. it is essential, in free societies, to
realize that measures for secrecy, restriction, and security are
necessarily in competition with the free· flow of information.
The legitimate entitlement of the community and of other
individuals to the benefits of free-flow must be balanced
against the claim of the government, corporations and
individuals to the enforcement of data security; and
The accountability principle, i.e. that there should be an
identifiable person who is responsible for the enforcement of
the applicable security principles and accountable for deroga-
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The information security principles are grounded, as most 
earlier studies on the subject are, upon the need to ensure that 
the information system respects the three identified chief 
components of security. These are: 
Availability, i.e. that the applicable data is present, accessible or 
attainable and immediately capable of use for a purpose; 
Confidentiality. i.e. that the data should not be made available 
or disclosed to persons who are unauthorized to have access to 
such data; and integrity, i.e. that the data has not been altered 
or destroyed in any unauthorized manner. 
This tripartite division of the concept of security in the context 
of information systems is very well established in the 
literature. 42 More recently, however, a number of writers 
have suggested that there are, in fact, further aspects which 
must be incorporated into an effective information security 
system. A further two criteria suggested by one notable expert 
are said to be: 
Authenticity, i.e. assuring the genuineness of the data; and 
Utility, i.e. its usefulness once accessed.43 

These endeavours to expand or redefine the essential concepts 
of data security which lie at the heart of the guidelines are 
continuing within the OECD Group. This basic work has not 
been done elsewhere by any international inter-governmental 
agency. As the work of the OEeD is likely to be influential, it is 
highly desirable that the core concepts should be got right 
from the start. I do not overlook the fact that future 
developments will certainly expand the understanding of the 
notions of information security with the passage of time and 
the development of new technological possibilities. 
Four further core 'principles' are struggling towards 
acceptance. These are: 
The awareness principle, i.e. that means should be 
readilyavailable for those entitled to be informed about the 
existence and extent of the measures which have been put in 
place for the security of information systems. This is 
fundamental so that a person whose data is stored in the 
system can elect whether the security provided for the 
protection of values such as confidentiality and privacy (not 
to say intellectual property and other rights) are adequate for 
that person's purposes; 
The proportionality principle, i.e. that the measures for 
security should be proportionate to the degree of reliance on 
the data and the magnitude, possibility and implications of any 
breaches of security. No completely secure system can be 
devised. Even the best encryption codes can usually be broken. 
The greatest perils are those of human error and failure. The 
measures put in place should be proportional to the needs for 
security. Such measures should keep in mind issues such as 
cost effectiveness. An undue obsession with security for its 
own sake should be avoided; 
The free flow principle, i.e. it is essential, in free societies, to 
realize that measures for secrecy, restriction, and security are 
necessarily in competition with the free-flow of information. 
The legitimate entitlement of the community and of other 
individuals to the benefits of free-flow must be balanced 
against the claim of the government, corporations and 
individuals to the enforcement of data security; and 
The accountability principle, i.e. that there should be an 
identifiable person who is responsible for the enforcement of 
the applicable security principles and accountable for deroga-
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